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CIC Shared Print Repository (SPR)
  • Started in 2011
  • 250,000 volumes in 5 years
  • STEM serials available digitally
  • Co-located at Indiana University
    • Retention 25 years
  • Material will be lent to CIC and affiliated campuses
  • Storing journal runs from Vol. 1 through 2010


"CIC Co-Investment to Protect Print Research Library Collections in the Midwestern United States." Collection Management 37 (3-4), 2012
SPR GOALS

- The CIC Shared Print Repository (SPR) is intended to:

  Aggregate, secure, and preserve the rich print resources developed by CIC libraries over the past two centuries;

- Ensure that CIC scholars and students have timely access to these archived resources;

- Realize the economies of scale made possible through collective action that will allow CIC libraries to apply best practices for storing, preserving, servicing, and reflecting print holdings well into the future;

- Help CIC campuses reclaim local resources, including space, funds, and staff time by relieving them of the obligation to store lesser-used redundant materials; and

- Integrate CIC libraries into an emerging national network of collectively managed research library resources.
Emerging Networks

- Secured items will be reflected in Indiana’s local catalog and OCLC
- Considering the role of PAPR, other discovery systems
- Items will be lent within CIC and affiliated campuses
- Long term partnerships with other national “nodes”
- Not tied to other CIC print storage projects
- Community of standards around documentation of holdings, validation levels, ownership, selection criteria
DATA CHALLENGES

- Recording original ownership
- Overlay holdings for analysis-variant metadata
- Creating “waterfall” reports
- Publisher title lists
- Uncataloged items
- Automated comparisons/spreadsheet wrangling
- Counting holdings for collection reports
- Successive entry or latest entry???
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
This title is not on the IU Print Holdings list. The subseries are on the No Print Holdings list (below).

While the e-journals may have the subseries, the print journal is usually just Biochimica et Biophysica Acta.

Research in Virology

Are there preceding print titles that need to be added to your lists? Bulletin de l'Institut Pasteur (OCLC: 2258720) is a preceding print title going back to 1903 that we have.

CD-ROM Supplements
Do you want CDROM supplements? I don’t see the supplements included in the online. We have two titles with one or more CD-ROMs from the No Print Holdings list.

In order for us to deselect our print, we would want to deselect the supplement CD-ROMs as well

Chemical Geology and Isotope Geoscience
IU has Chemical Geology on their Print Holdings list, but Isotope Geoscience on the No Print Holdings list.

Isotope Geology was issued as a daughter publication within Chemical Geology from what our holdings look like (below).
Indiana Data Preparation and Normalization

**OCLC Local Holdings Records for “IULSP”**

We finalized the specifications for the CIC SPR’s OCLC Local Holdings Records (LHRs) formatting as per the [OCLC Print Archives Disclosure Pilot Final Report](#) guidelines.

We finalized the *IU Instructions for OCLC LHR Formatting*. This involves our serials catalogers inserting specific fields and information into our IUCAT MARC holdings records (MHLDs) as well as local programmatic manipulation to create holdings information for OCLC batch-loading purposes.

IU serials catalogers will also be adding information to our MHLDs to indicate what volumes are missing from each title’s holdings, allowing us to run a report to identify the gaps in holdings that we need to fill in.

We will test the OCLC LHR batch-loading process for “IULSP” and verify that the specs are correct by contributing the OSU Proof of Concept titles and 1 IU title.
Data and Large Scale Collaboration

- OCLC
- PAPR
- Google
- HathiTrust
The Committee on Institutional Cooperation is an academic consortium of top-tier research universities, including the members of the Big Ten Conference and the University of Chicago. For over half a century, CIC members have collaborated to advance their academic missions, generate unique opportunities for students and faculty, and serve the common good by sharing expertise, leveraging campus resources, and creating innovative programming.